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Warning

Dear users:
Thanks for choosing our company’s product, in order to fully make use of the products, we
sincerely suggest follow:
◆◆Please read the instruction in detail and keep it well for further reading and consulting.
◆◆Please follow the instruction to fit and operate the machine correctly.
◆◆Please do not remove and change any accessories of the machine.
◆◆It forbids others others to open and remove the mainframe except the authorized people
in the company.
◆◆It forbids others to change and maintain the machine except the professional people.
◆◆Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.

After Sale service
◆We offer ONE YEAR warranty. Within warranty period, all exchanges or replacement due to
defects are free. (Buyer is responsible for shipping charges).
If the machine is over warranty, please also do not hesitate to contact us. we will assure you of
our best service all the time.
◆How to contact us?
Phone:(+86) 189 -487-55929
Tel: 0755-86368500
Email: sales@mychway.com

This product does not belong to medical,please don’t use for disease treatment!

mailto:sales@mychway.com
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1. Introduction to Manual

1.1 Purpose
This instructions for use manual provides a description of the system components, its

controls and displays, instructions for its operation, and other equipment information
important to the user

Warning: Do Not operate this machine before reading this manual thoroughly. In
addition to this manual,additional clinical training may be available by the company
or your local distributor.
For more information on training available please contact your local representative.

1.2 Conventions
Note: Notes designate information of special interest.

Caution: Cautions alert the user to precautionary steps necessary to properly
operate the system.Failure to observe these cautions may void the warranty

Warning: Warnings alert the user to information that is of the highest importance
and vital to the safety of the patient and user

All procedures are broken down by numbered steps.Steps must be completed in the sequence
they are presented

Bulleted lists indicate general information about a particular function or procedure.They do not
imply a sequential procedure.

Control names are spelled as they are on the system,and they appear in Bold text

1.3 Cautions
Please check all handles connected well.
Please remove all the jewelry before treatment
After treatment please remember to turn off the machine
Please clean the ion handles after treatment
Sensitive skin and Contact dermatitis client dont suggest to use.
Please clean the spray bottle after treatment

file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/Youdao/Dict/7.2.0.0703/resultui/dict/?keyword=jewelry
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2. Medical Safety

2.1. Indications for Use
The 6 in 1 ultrasound skin care machine is indicated for use as a non-invasive

dermatological aesthetic treatment to:
 Body slimming,body sculpture
 Face care,lifting,whitening, moisturizing
 Skin deeply clean

2.2. Contraindications
The machine is contraindicated for use in patients with:

 Open wounds or lesions on the face and/or neck
 Severe or cystic acne on the face and/or neck

3. Product introduction

ULTRASOUND(SONO FACE/SONO BODY)
Ultrasonic utilizes sonic vibrations; it works one million times per second. The ultrasonic wave
could stimulate skin tissue and improve permeability of the membrane to promoted collagen
tissue, reduced wrinkle and invisible appeared fine line, also lift the skin result for younger and
healthy look. Ultrasonic generate frictional heat which accelerate blood circulation, muscle
relaxation, and decompose the cellulite to bread down exceed fat. This machine utilizes sonic
vibrations to reduce lines, leaving the skin firm and smooth.

SKIN SCRUBBER
With Ultrasonic Scrubber begins a new generation of aesthetic soft peeling. Using the high
performance of ultrasounds, this exciting cosmetic breakthrough provides a safe painless and
perfect physiological skin regeneration. By removing the superficial scaly layers of the skin, the
Scrubber stimulates the revival of the skin tissue rendering it youthful and luminous from the
first treatment. The top of the metallic probe produces extremely rapid moments at a very low
amplitude when it is exposed to ultrasound vibration. This ultrasonic emission has a spectacular
effect on water molecules, which are pulverized.

IONTOPHORESIS
- Ion make skin active, help skin absorb nutrition and skin rejuvenation
+Ion calm down skin, clean skin , shrink pores

file:///C:/Program%20Files%20(x86)/Youdao/Dict/7.2.0.0703/resultui/dict/javascript:;
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COLD/HOT LED PHOTON
Hot temperature can help skin open pores , promote blood circulation, and help skin absorb
nutrition
Cold temperature shrink pores, firmly lock moisture

HYDRO OXYGEN JET SPRAY
Nutrition or cosmetic product can be filled into the stainless steel bottle. With high pressure, the
nutrition and oxygen are sprayed on the skin area which greatly enhance nutrition to be
absorbed maximally, skin cleaning and skin rejuvenation.

4. Control Unit & Handpiece
Please check if all contents are included before you set- up
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Accessory

Face ultrasound Body ultrasound + ion -ion

Spray gun Cold/ hot handle Skin scrubber

5. OPERATION PROCEDURES:
Please connect all the accessories well and turn on the machine:
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5.1 Sono face/body

Press choose to adjust the working time.

Press to decrease the energy, and press to increase the energy.

Press to select the model. three models A,B,C can be selected.

Press to start or pause the operation.

Operation guide:
Apply some ultrasonic gel on the treatment area
Choose ultrasound working mode, Mode A~C makes the different vibration change at a

certain time
Then choose the energy level usually 3~4 is ok
Set the working time 12~15min is ok

5.2 Skin scrubber
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Press choose to adjust the working time.

Press to decrease the energy, and press to increase the energy.

Press to select the model. three models A,B,C can be selected.

Press to start or pause the operation.

Operation guide:

Choose the proper mode: mode A is for scaling
mode B is for permeation
Mode C is for lifting

Set a proper working level 3~4 is ok
Set working time 6~12 min

5.3 Ion+/-
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Press choose to adjust the working time.

Press to decrease the energy, and press to increase the energy.

Press to select the model. three models A,B,C can be selected.

Press to start or pause the operation.

Operation guide:

Choose the ion working mode: Mode A positive ion
Mode B negative ion
Mode C lifting

Set a proper working level 3~4 is ok
Set working time 6~12 min

5.4 Ice cold/hot handle
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Press choose to adjust the working time.

Press to decrease the temperture, and press to increase the temperature.

Press to start or pause the operation.

Operation guide:

Set a proper temperature for treatment , it has 6 level : -10℃，-5℃，0℃，36℃，38℃，

40℃
Set working time at 6~12min
Hot temperature for open pores, promote blood circulation, better absorption of
nutrients
Cold temperature for calm down skin, shrink pores, help lock in moisture
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5.5 Spray gun

Please fill some toner or other liquid nutrient to the spray bottle
Press the spray gun start key, it is the red button ,on the back of the machine

Please use your finger to press like below picture, toner is atomized

Spray down from the forehead, please keep the bottle from face at a proper distance
After using, please turn off the machine
Do a hydrating mask after the treatment
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6.Illustration of Operation
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